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ABSTRACT
0
	 Energy transfer in collisions of satellite-speed (7000 m/sec) helium
atoms with a cleaned 6061-T6 satellite-type aluminum surface was investi-
gated using the molecular-beam technique. The amount of energy transferred
1
	 was determined from the measured energy of the molecular-beam and the
measured spatial and energy distributions of the reflected atoms.
Spatial distributions of helium atoms scattered from a 6061-T6 aluminum
surface were measured again in this study, and show features similar to
those presented in report UCLA-ENG-7546 [1]. The scattering pattern exhibits
a prominent backscattering, probably due to the gross surface rougnesss and/
or the relative lattice softness; of the aluminum surface.
Energy distributions of reflected helium atoms from the same surface
were measured for six different incidence angles. For each incidence angle,
distributions were measured at approximately sixty scattering positions.
At a given scattering position, the energy spectra of the reflected helium
ace=s and the background gas were obtained using the retarding-field energy
analyzer. The mean reflected-beam energy and the diffe.renci:tl energy accom-
modation coefficient ((A.C.)E(6i,6r,^)) were then extracted from these
spectra using a least-square fitting program. The measured (A.C.) E (e i ,6 r Ms
show some fluctuations and a weak dependence on scattering angle, i.e., the
accommodation decreases slowly as the scattering direction shifts toward
rite surface tangent.
The overall --nergy accommodation coefficient for a beam with a given
incidence ac,gle was then evaluated using the measured spatial density dis-
tributions and the mean reflected-bea>n energy distributions. Results show
that the mean accommodation coefficient —aries between 50% and 65%, depen-
dent on the incidence angle.
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(A'1")t?(OOr'`D) differential energy accommodation coefficient at scatter-
ing p4)sition (O r ,(r) for a beam with 0 1 incidence angle
(A.C.)E(0I)	 Overall energy accommodation coefficient fer a beam with
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 incidence angle
1: I
	incident-beam energy
E r (O i' O r M	 energy of scattered helium atoms at scattering position(O r ,^) for a beam with 0 1 incidence angle
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r	 ferential energy spectrum
Ercf	 mean reference energy of thermal background gas evaluatedfrom its differential energy spectrum
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	 differential energy distribution
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no rma 1
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in-plane scattering ankle measured from surface normal
Q	 out-of-plane scattering angle measured from the plane of
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G	 standard deviation of the true reflected-beam energy
spectrum from the least-s q uare fitted function
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Basic knowledge concerning energy and mo..wntum transfer between earth
satellites and upper-atmospheric gases is essential for understanding the
f	 dray; experienced by earth satellites (therefore for estimating the life-
time of an earth satellite and/or extracting the mean upper-atmosphere
dL'isi.ty from satellite drag data).	 For example, in predicting the aero-
dyna.nic drag of a satellite, one uses frequently a model in which the
thermal accommodation between the ambient gas and the satellite surface
is complete and the scattering distribution of reflected molecules follows
the cosine law. However, possible deviations from this model might yield
gr ,^atly different results.
These energy and momentum transfers can be investigated experimentally
in the laboratory using an ultra-high vacuum system and the molecular-beam
technique. The desired information can be extracted from the change in the
beam properties during the surface collision if the states of both the inci-
dent and the scattered beam (spatial distribution and speed distribution)
can be determined. Spatial distributions of satellite-speed helium beams
scattered from satellite surfaces were obtained previously and summarized
In report UCLA-F.NG-7546. This report presents measured energy distributions
of helium atoms reflected from 6061-T6 aluminum surfaces.
In Chapter II, the experimental apparatus and procedures are described
briefly. Emphasis is given on the design and the operating procedure for
the retarding-field energy analyzer. Experimental results are given and dis-
cussed in Chapter III. A least-square curve-fitting computer program is
1	 given in an Appendix.
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UAPTER II
EXPERIMENTA'. OPA RATUS AND PROCEDURES
1
The prevent expertmental study was carried out in the UCLA Molecular-
Beam Laboratory using the molecular-beam system shown schematically in
1	 Figure II-1. Since it has been described in detail elsewhere (1,21, only
a brief description will be given here.
The satellite-speed (7000 m/sec) helium beams were generated using an
arc-heated supersonic beam source developed by Young [3]. The incident
beam wa y collimated by an orifice of 0.10-inch diameter placed between
the collimation chamber and the detection chamber. Tho beam was character-
ized by a multi-disk veioctty selector located in the collimation chamber.
A new detection system was constructed during the course of this study
for facilitating measurements of the complete three-dimensional density and
mean-energy distributions of satellite-speed helium atoms reflected from
satellite surfaces. Cf. Figure 11-2. This new system includes (1) a target
positioning mechanism, (2) a detector rotating mechanism and (3) a mass
spectrometer and/or a retarding-field energy analyzer. Descriptions of Lhe
first two mechanisms were given in the first report of this study (cf. ref. 1).
The design and the operating procedure for the retarding-field energy ana-
lyzer will be given here.
The retarding-field energy analyzer is shown in Figures II-3 and II-4.
An electron-impact ionizer, mounted 0.5-inch from the target sirface on the
entrance plate of the analyzer, was used to ionize a fraction of the beam
species (also of the residual background). The retarding-f,- l d section of
the analyzer is made of seven thin stainless-steel washer-shaped discs
placed in a stainless-steel can. T;. I nlet plate is followed by three
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focusing; plates, a retarding plate and two more focusing; plates. The
potentials of all plates except that of the inlet plate are floated rela-
tive to the retarding; potential so that ions of different energies will
experience the same focusing effects within the analyzer. Thus undesir-
able effects of the energy-dependence of the transmission efficiency
are minimized. Typical plate potentials also are given in Figure II-4.
The ions that have passed through the retarding-field region were
filtered by a 2-inch quadrupole mass filter to eliminate the noise from
the ionized background gases. The filtered ions were then detected by a
p lse-counting particle detector. The energy spectrum of the reflected
atoms at a giver scattering position was obtained by measuring the
reflected-beam density as a. function of the retarding potential. Tile
measured spectrum was processed by a NS513 signal averager and recorded
on IBM cards. A block diagram of the electronic system is shown in Figure
II-5.
Although the electron--impact ionization does not change the kinetic
energy of a helium atom (since the translational energy transfer between
the ionizir; electron and the atom is negligible due to the large ratio of
their masses), it was found that space-charge effects of ionizing electrons
In the ionization region and/or surface-charge effects on the anode cage
did introduce a systematic shift of the entire energy spectrum toward lower
energies (i.e., the positive ions were produced in a region of negative
potential with respect to ground). To reduce this shift, a small emission
current (% 50 PA) was used in the ionizer. Also, a positive potential (8
volts relative to ground) was applied to the anode cage in order to counter
shift the energy spectrum toward higher energies. Then, since the potential
of the ionization region was no longer at ground level, it was necessary to
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ascertain independently a reference point in the energy spectrum. This
reference point was provided by the thermal energy spectrum of the back-
/
ground gas, which has a mean thermal energy of 0.05 eV (i.e., the mean
thermal energy at 296°K).
Since the background gas of the beam species also contributed to the
measured spectrum, it was necessary to subtract this contribution in order
to obtain the reflected-beam energy distributions. This subtraction was
facilitated by measuring two spectra (one for the reflected beam plus back-
,
ground and one for the background alone) under the same operating conditions.
Both spectra were then processed using a computer program; the reflected-
beam energy spectrum was obtained by subtracting the background spectrum
from the overall beam-energy spectrum. Both the background spectrum and
the reflected-beam spectrum were least-square fitted using .. high-order
Che'jyshev polynomial fur.,:tion. The differential energy distributions f(E)
were obtained by simple differentiation of the fitted functions. The mean
reflected-beam energy at a given scattering position was evaluated from
E r (6 1' 6 r , ^ ) = Er - Eref + 0.05 (eV)	 (II-1)
where
E(H i$ a r, 	 f(E)•E•dE/ f(E) • dE
	 (II-2)
and 0.05 eV is the thermal energy of the background gas at 296°K. The dif-
ferential energy accommodation coefficient at a given scattering position
was obtained using
Ei-Er(6,98r10
[A.C.]r(ei,©r,^) -
	 E i
9
1
(II-3)
10
7
I
0
I
where E  is the incident-beam energy. The computer program and its input
parameters for handling the described data reduction are given in the
Appendix. The overall energy accommodation for a given incidence angle
was then evaluated by
[A.C.]E(Oi) _ F,	 [A. C.
	
(lI - 4)
O r ^
where n i (O i3 O r ,0) is the normalized spatial density-distribution function
of reflected helium atoms.
As indicated, spatial distributions of satellite-speed helium beams
scattered from four different satellite surfaces were obtained in the first
phase of this study. Experimental procedures and results are included in
report UCLA-ENG-7446 [1]. However, spatial distributions at some angles in
the backscattering region were not measured at that time due to the con-
straint on the detector path as indicated in Figure II-6-(a). This problem
was solved later by rotating the surface counterclockwise beyond the normal
incidence angle while retaining the previous detector path as shown in
Figure II-6-(b). Spatial and energy distributions were measured in the
present study using these complementary configurations.
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CHAPTER III
`	 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Spatial distributions of a satellite-speed (7000 m/sec) helium beam
scattered from a cleaned 6061-T6 aluminum satellite surface for six dif-
t	 ferent incidence angles (0°, 15°, 30% 45 0 , 60 0 and 75° from the surface
normal) are shown in Figures III-1 to I11-6. The center of the polar dia-
grain corresponds to the point of impingement. The incident beam impinges
on the test surface (which coincides with the surface of the page) from
the bottom of the diagram with the given incidence angle measured from the
surface normal. The upper (0 r
 > 0) and lower (0 r
 < 0) halves of the dia-
gram represent the forward-scattering and backward-scattering regions
respectively. The dashed lines at constant value of 0 r
 indicate detector
paths (i.e., from ^ - 0° to ^ - 90°). ^ denotes the out-of-plane scatter-
ing angle and ^ = 0° represents the plane of Incidence. These results show
diffusive scattering patterns and exhibit trends similar to those previously
reported [1]. As indicated before, the most interesting feature oil these
scattering patterns is the prominent backscattering of the incident helium
atoms (i.e., a large fraction of the incident atoms are scattered back in
the vicinity of the incident beaw), particularly as the incidence angle
increases toward the surface tangent (i.e., for large values of 6 1 ). This
large fraction of backscattering could be due to the gross surface roughness;
and/or the relative lattice softness of the aluminum satellite surfaces.
Smith [4] observed a large increase in backscattering intensity for increas-
ing surface roughness in his computer simulation of gas molecule reflections
from rough surfaces. This backscattering could result in relatively high
drag coefficients for such satellite surfaces. The spatial-distribution
12
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imeasurements shows: here and the energy-distribution measurements to be pre-
stinted next provide the data required for estimating the overall energy
accommodation for this beam-surface co;nbinati)n.
Measurements of energy distributions of satellite-speed helium atoms
scattered from a cleaned 6061-T6 aluminum satellite surface were made for
six different incidence angles (6, - 0', 15', 30', 45', 60' and 75° from
the surface normal). For each incidence angle, distributions were measured
at approximately sixty scattering positions. These scattering positions
included eleven in-plane scattering angles (6 r = ±75 0 , ±60% ±45 0 , ±300,
*15° and 0') and six out-of-plane scattering angles (Q, = 0 0 , 15 0 , 30 0 , 45 0 ,
60° and 75°). Typical energy spectra obtained at a given Scattering posi-
tion are shown in Figures III-7 and III-8. Curve A of Figure III-7 repre-
sents the energy spectrum of a reflected helium beam superimposed on an
energy spectrum of the background helium gas. Curve B of Figure III-7
represents the (thermal) energy of the background helium gas (mostly due
to beam load). The reflected ^eam energy spectrum is then the difference
of these two spectra (i.e., A-B). Figure III-8 shows the normalized energy
spectra of the thermal. background and the reflected helium atoms (Curves 3
and 1), their least-square fitted curves (Curves 4 and 2) and the correspond-
ing dif.f,^rential energy distributions (Curves G and A) obtained using the
computer program shown in Appendix A. The differential energy accommodation
coefficient was obtained using Equations (II-1) and (II-3). Results for
(A.C.)E(6i,6r,^) obtained at all possible scattering angles are given in
Tables III-1 to III-6. Measurements ,.%:re not possible wit'-in a solid angle
around the incident beam (due to interference between th- detector and Oe
incident beam at these scattering positions) and for some glancing scattering
angles (due to weak signal-to-noise ratios). These tables also include
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Table III . 1.	 The Differential Energy Accommodation Coefficients and the Normalized Spatial
Density Distribution for 7000 m/sec Helium Beam Scattered From Cleaned 6061-T6
Aluminum Plate at 00 Incidence Angle
Ur
4 .750 -600 -450 -300 -150 ! 00 150 300 450 600 750
43 (a) 56 56 43
00 — 3.	 (b) 6.6 6.6 3.3 —
16 e) 12 12 16
55 52 52 55
150 — 3.1 5.9 / 5.9 3.1 —
14 11 11 14
63 54 54 63
300 — 2.4 4.4 77/ / 4.4 2.4 —
15 13 13 15
55 58 55 54 55 58 55
450 — — 3.3 4.6 5.9 6.4 5.9 4.6 3.3 — —
21 14 11 11 11 14 21
43 45 46 45 43
600 — — — 2.4 3.1 3.3 3.1 2.4 — - —
14 17 17 17 14
750 — — — — — — — — — —
J
NOTE:
(a) The Differential Accommodation Coefficient (%)
(b) The Normalized Spatial Den!ity (%)
(r) Standard Deviaiton (%)
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Table 111 .2. The Differential Energy Accommodation Coefficients and the Normal,.
Density Distribution for 7000 m/sec Helium Beam Scattered from :.rear
Aluminum Plate at 150 Incidence Angia
Ur
750
—
-600
79 (a)
3.4(b)
-45° 30° -150 ±0° 150 300
48
7.1
450 600 750
00
46
4.8
38
3.0 —
18 (c) 14 12 20
j	 70 48 30 35
150 —	 3.3 / 5.9 4.3 2.2 —
1	 18 18 1	 17 22
77 47 45
300 —	 2.8 5.0 3.4
I	 —
—
18 / 18 20
1 80 76 57 55 52 43 42
450 —	 i	 2.3 3.4 6.1 6.8 6.3 4.8 3.4 — — —
20 11 13 14 12
60
12 17
77 83 61 62 55
600 — 1.6 2.3 4.6 4.8 4.6 3.9 — — — —
25 16 20 19 13 19
750 — — — — — — — — — — — J
NOTE: (a) The differential Accommodation Coefficient (%)(b) The Normalized Spatial Density (°h)(c) Standard Deviation (%)
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Table 111 .3.	 The Differential Energy Accommodation Coefficients and the Normalized Spatial
Density Distribution for 7000 m/sec Helium Beam Scattered from Cleaned 6061-T6
Aluminum Plate at 30 0 Incidence Angle.
^r
750 -600 -450 -300 -150 ±00 150 300 450 600 750
00
58 (8)
1.6(b)
27 (c)
51
8.2
11
42
7.2
12
34
4.0
12
45
2.4
21
—
150
41
1.6
/
/
48
7.6 —
38
6.2
40
3.8
50
2.2
26 11 13 18 21
47 40 37
300 — / 6.0
12
5.0
15
3.4
18
— —
4067 611 59 57 60 49
450 — 2.2 3.G 4.8 5.2 5.0 4.0 3.4 — — —
19 13 9
55
11
63
19
49
21
50
20
64
600 — — 2.2 2.6 3.0 2.8 2.4 — — -- —
18 14 13 17 20
750 — — — — — — — — — — —
NOTE:
(a) The Differential Accommodation Coefficient (%)
(b) The Normalized Spatial Density (96)
(c) Standard Deviation (%)
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JTable 1114.	 The Differential Energy Accommodation Coefficients and the Normalized Spatial
Density Distribution for 7000 m/sec Helium Beam Scat •ered from Cleaned 6061-T6
Aluminum Plate at 450 Incidence Angle
f) r
-750 -600 •450 -300 150 +00 150 300 450 600 750
49 -55 51 47 19
00 6.7 5.9 5.2 3.7 2.2 —
10 10 13 14 19
42 41 37 34 25
150 6.3 5.8 4.9 3.5 1.9 —
11 10 21 14 20
39 38 25 36
300 5.2 4.8 4.1 3.2 — —
10 10 18 16
55 (a) 74 69 60 59 37 34 23
450 1.5 (b) 2.8 3.9 4.1 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.2 — — —
28 (c) 19 18 14 13
58
21 15 20
67 56 60 21
600 — 1.5 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 — — — — —
28 28 18 13 30
750 — — — — — — — — — — —
NOTE:
(a) The Differential Accommodation Coefficient (%)
(b) The Normalized Spatial Density (°^)
(c) Standard Deviaition (9'°)
1.	 25
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Table III-5.	 The Difierential Energy Accomodation Coefficients and the Normalized Spatial
Density Distribution for 7000 m/sec Helium Beam Scattered from Cleaned 6061 T6
Aluminum Plate at 600 Incidence Angle.
^r
4 -750 .600 -450 . 300 -150 t00 150 300 450 600 750
63 66 5162 58
00 6.2 5.8 5.5 5.2 5.0 — —
12 13 15 15 18
68 71 75 53 52
150 6.0 5.6 5.2 5.0 4.5 — —
15 20 17 21 11
-7 70 74 73 5630° 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.5 — — -
—17 36 32 11-
61
_
67 66 7469 (a) 65
450 2.0 (b) 2.6 3.4 3.8 4.0 4.0 — — — — —
25 (c) 22 19 14 20 36
60 72 70
600 — 1.6 2.4 2.6 — — — — — — —
24 22 23
750 — — — — — — — — — — —
NOTE:
(a) The Differential Accommodation
(b) The Normalized Spatial Density
(c) Standard Deviation M
'	 ^ 1	 l
Table 111 .6.	 The Differential Energy Accommodation Coefficients and the Normalized Spatial
Density Distribution for 7000 m/sec Helium Beam Scattered from Cleaned 6061-T6
Aluminum Plate at 750 Incidence !Angle.
\	 Ur 750 -600 -450 -300 -150 100 150 300 450 60° 750
72 66 64 51 50 45
00 ZZ 7.0 6.1 5.4 5.0 4.8 4.5 — —11 8 13 20 16 30
63 59 5963 70
150 ZZ/ 6.1 5.8 5.2 4.9 4.5 — — —11 13 13 20 21
80 60 53
300 5.4 5.0 4.5 — — — — —
13 13 14
450
79 (a)
1.9 (b)
79
2.2
84
3.4
78
3.9
58
4.0 —
FT
-
17 20 18 16 15
66(c) 78 73 75 52
600 1.1 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.5 — — — — — —
23 20 16 16 17
750 — — — — — — — — — — —
NOTE:
(a) The Differential Accommodation Coefficient (%)
(b) The Normalized Spatial Density (%)
(c) Standard Deviation (%)
27
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i +
standard deviations (o) of the reflected-beam energy-spectrum data from the
least-square fitted curves and the normalized spatial-distribution function
of the reflected helium atoms obtained from the measured spatial distribu-
tions shown in Figures III-1 to III-6. The overall energy accommodation
coefficients at a given incidence angle was then evaluated using Equations
(II-4) and the data given in these tables. The results are shown in Figure
III-9.
The differential accommodations obtained show some fluctuations, due
perhaps to the weak signal-to--noise ratio which results from the relatively
diffusive scattering from the satellite-type aluminum surface. The results
also indicate a weak dependence of accommodation on scattering angle, i.e.,
the (A.C.) E (6 i ,6r ,0
 decreases as the scattering direction shifts toward
the surface tangent.
The overall accommodation coefficient is slightly higher for a glancing
incident beam than for a normal incident beam. The value varies between
50% and 65% for this beam-surface combination.
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Figure III-9. Overall Energy Accommodation Coefficient of a Satellite-Speed Helium Beam
(1.02 eV) Scattered From a Cleaned 6061-T6 Aluminum Surface as a Function
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APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOk LEAST-SQUARE FITTING
A. PROGRAM :
C	 tiAI r, ^^ ('^ t^AM; INNL,Tj C A LLi UoTPUT
LIMLN5ICt, r.CI°_lc)•
1	 Y (°121•YF-.M( 12)•yo%J(b12)0
1	 UYLS(`_12).
I	 E.M2(2)•SIC:NA2(2).
1	 GF ( 2F i. 1 0 1 ► . G v c ^' t)
CLM M	 /AAA /K(5121•YN(t121•YLS(512).OY1512)•N•LM*SI.,MA•KM
,ATA ULANK/It1 /.UOT /1H./
DATA WA/ 1H1 / *FIML /It12/•CE'w/IHti/
CAT A L1u/1 t+;/ .b 0 !l r14 / •CtjL/ 1H(,/
1 CONTINUE
W LA) ( 5. 1 0 0) r. y E T.KMCN.KCAY.KYE Art. THLTAI •THETArt.PHI
IF (NSET * LT * 1) GO Tn 1000
*4ITF (! . o00	 KMuK•KCAY•KYEA.:•TtiETAI.T ►-ET/.RoPHI
IF (NSA=T*+=i,*2i Gu To 5
IF (NSETe^.T * 2) N:,ET=2
PFAD (5. 9 11) C(.M * NCVI•V1.NCV2•V?.NI •XLL•NF.YHL•
I	 I N T I. 1NTh •KPG,KSTEP.NPW .NSTEP
No- NF-NI+1
Lv= (v1- v 1)/(wCv2-r+Cv1 ♦] )
v1=Vl+hv*(NI-NCV1)
VF=Vl+JV*(NF-NCV1)
5 CONTINUE
If (KP,,*LT.1 ) GL TO 15
CLi 10 I= 1.2E 1
(,V( 1 )=7
G.) I^ J=1.101
CF ( I . J ) -t , L %NK
10 CCNTINUE
Do 2C I = 1 .2` 1 95
LO 20 J=1.IC1
,F( I .J) =ACT
20 CONT I NUF
Cu 30 1 = 1
D'J 30 J= 1.1C101C
^F( I • J )=DJT
10 CCNTINuF
5 CJN T1NUE
CO 4C I=1.32
K= la*((-11
40 FFEAD ( 5.83C) ( Yb6(K+J) •J=1 .:o)
If (NSET * LT * 2) (10 T6
CU 5C 1 =I . 32K. 1 F * ( I - 1 )
%•EAC ( rj.830) (YEM(K+J).J=l.lt;)
L 1 t3^^ J=1 .16
^0 Yi3M(K+J)-Yt3M(K+J)-Ytjb(K+J)
•_5 CJNTI NJE
C.^ 500 K t = 1 . tiCE T
nO 60 I = N I
K = I -NI + I
NC(K)=]
O 
l1(rtiA, PAGE t8
YWR QUAIJT^ 	 31
0
x(K)=V1+UV*(K-•:)
GU	 T(,	 (61 •021.KI
E1 Y(K) =YBG( I)
GO TJ	 60
E2 V(K)=YHM(I)
60 C')N T I NUF
SYMAX =0.0
-YMIN =0.O
GU	 77	 1=1.50
SYMIK 5YNIN +Y( P ' — I )
70 EYMAx=SYMAX+Y(I)
YMIN=SYMIN /50.0
YMAX=SYMAX/50.0
JU	 HO	 K=1.N
YN(K)=(Y(K)-YMIN)/(YMAX-YMIN)
IF	 (YN(K).GE•0•C1	 Gu	 TC	 75
YN(K)=7.0
75 IF	 (YN(K).LE.1.0)	 GO	 TO	 EO
Y1.( K) =1.0
80 CONTINUE
L
C CALL
	
LEAST- SULAl•E
	
CU14 VE
	
F I TT 1NC,
c -• -
CALL	 L SF C ► 	 ( M. )(Ll-. XHL )
GO	 TU	 (IID,110).KI
110 wRITF_	 (t.410)
GO TO	 130 "—	 -	 -
120 WWI TL	 (^. ^ltil
130 CJNT lr4UE
IF	 (NP'A•LT,I )
	 GO	 TO	 2C'O
NRITF	 (6.120)
CO	 190	 K=1.N.NSTEP
wWITE	 (o•93')1
	 NC(K).X(K).Y(K)•Y4(K).YLS(K)•UY(K)
190 CJNTINUF
200 CONTINUE
EM=0•0
SIGMA=O.O
CALL
	
EME AN( INTI•INTF)
EM2(KI)=EM -	 -
CALL	 DEVIA
SIGMA2(KI)=SICMA
FIGMAP=SIGMA*100.0
W4ITE	 (6.)70)
	
CK	 SIGMAP
IF	 (KPG•LT.1)
	 GU	 TO	 400
KIN=1
CU	 29C	 K=I.N.KSTEG-
KIN=KI N +1 -
UV(KIN)=X(K)
JYN= 100 + AJS ( YN (K)) +1
IF	 (JYN.LT.101)
	 GO	 TC	 291JYN=101
231 CGNTINUF
IF	 ( VLS(K) a GE•0.0 )
	
GC	 TO	 294
JYL i = 1
GJ	 Ti_)	 !y2
294 C3t,.T I NI)E
JYL5= 100*(AlS(YES(KI ) )+1
IF	 (JYLS•LT•101)	 GO	 TO	 2(;2
JYL 3,=1 01
2')2 CONTINU-
^~7yr	 A.L
JnY=
IC'I*At3S(OY(K))^I
Gr'	 U1 GE jsIF	 (JYLT101)	 G	 TL	 2 yL •	 .Gil3 ^>	 > rl ^^^^^hJOY = 10 1 •`^ ALrl,i'
2'33 (-CNT I NUr_
G0	 Tr)	 (3C:.I10),KI
300 GF(KIN.JYN)=dG
GF(KINoJYLS)=dGL
u,-(KIN*JCY)=0E3G
32
GO TO 2 .5
3 1 W- KIN•JYn)=HM
GF( KIN. JYLS)=FML
CF(KIN•JCY)=[UM
29!! CONTINUE
2)0 CONT INUF
IF (NSET•(,T.I.ANU•KI * LT •2) t,U TJ 400
WRITE (6.940)
GV(1)=GV(?-)-(GV(3)-GV(?))
Cu 3a0 *= 1.KIK
WRITF- (6.950) ..v(i).(GF(I.J).J= 1.101)
36) CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
C
C	 CAL CULATL TRUE ML AN-HEAM ENERGYC	 — -
ACC=0.0
IF (N5E T +L T.2) GU TO 600
ETRUE=EM2(2)-EM2(1)+C•05
ACC:(EI-ETRUC)/EI*100
600 CONTINUE
WP  TL 1691751
WRITE (6.9130) :TRUE•ACC
WRITE (6.475)
	 --
GO TO I
8C C FORMAT (4I10.3F10.31
810 FORMAT (F5.2.I'a94( I3.F7.2) •6I5)
A 30 FORMAT (1 6F5.0 )
910 FUR MAT (12X&23H « « SET 1: HACKGR)UNC tt/)
9)0 FORMAT (///2x97 ►.0ATE
	 9I2.1H/9I,'•IH/•I295x9
I	 26HANuLES( THE TAI/ Th-ETAP/PHl
	
.):.F6 2 .1H/.Fb*2.1H/.F6*2/1
915 FORMAT ( 12X.1 7H** SET 2: SEAM **/) 	 -- -	 ..- -- -_. - ---- --
920 fLNMAT	 3X s- 	 No••12x.3f+V-a.lIx•;,HI-SIv.12X.5HI-VUR•
1	 10X.7riLS1 -N(1k 98X 99HC(LSI )/OV)
93C FORMAT (5)( . I5.ICX.Ft.3%ICX•F6.1#3( I0)(9F7.4) )
940 FORMAT (//Bx.3HV/R.10X.7f-1:I(UM)93X•9F(2:LSI(BM).3)C.--
1	 loHd:D(L`I )/DV-(6N) •3X.7H3:I(Lft.)•JX•9f-4 :Ls I(,JG)•
3x. 16 ►-C (L!j I )/CV-( k- 6 ) /i 1
950 FCkNAT (2X.F1C. 5.3XvI0IA1)
470 FORMAT (/5Xol2riNEAN-ENEFGY:.F7.4 9 3H EV.lOx.I y HSTANDARU DEVIATIVN:.
1	 2x.F5.291H%/)
S75 FCAMAT(//1OX, 8011 	 *IV**ik -ik -w *-# WW* 44-4 iv*
960 FOG4AT(/I0X922HTkUE MEAN-BEAM E4ERGY:•2X9F7.4.3X92HEV•I0X•
1	 2GHA000MMJOATICN COEFFICIENT = •F7.4• 1ti4/)
1000
C
-UHROUTINE	 LSFC-V(M• )KLL.xrL)
C	 M>=2
PIMENSICN	 T( 10).DT(1C)
CL:MMUN	 /AAA/X(512).Y(°_12)•YL5(512)•JY(512).N9EM•5IGMA.KM
CUMMUN	 / SIM/A(1U0)•k(10)
N1= M+ 1
l	 I^ITIALIZATICN
DJ	 2	 (=1 .M1
e	 u(I)=0.0 -
N2= M 1 *Ml
DU	 4	 I=1.M2
4	 A( I )=0.0
XO= 2.01( X (N)- X ( 11 )
XO=(X(N1 ♦ X(1))/(X(NI -X(1 1 i
C	 CALCULATE	 CHEBY 53HEV FUNCTION AT	 TX
T(1 )=1.0
DU	 30	 K=1•N --
T(2)=TX
CO	 10	 I=29M1
10	 T(I)=2.0+TX*T(I-1)-T(I-2)
33
t
CUNT INUF
STOP
END
aD') 2C I=1.41
R ( I ) = P( I )+T( I	 Y ( K 1
DO 20 J = 1 .M1
1.1 = ( 1-1 )*M1 ♦ J
20 A(IJ)=A(IJ)+T(I)*T(J)
10 CCNT I NUE
EPS=1.0E-00
tea=O
CALL. SIMC(M1919EPS.IEF)
C	 CALLULATL Ct-EhYSHEV NCLYNCMIAL AT TA USINt, k(I)
CALI.UI_ATE UY FORM CHEtYShEV POLYNOMIAL
DT(1) =C•0
CT(2)=1.0
DO 30 K=1 .N
VLFK=0.0
DYK=0.0
TX=XO*X(K)-XO
T( 2 )=T x
CC 35 I -J.M1
3^ T(1)=29C*Tx *'(I - 1) - T(I - 2)
DO 40 I=19141
40 YLSK=YLSK+T( I) *k(I)
O YLS(K) =YLSK
DO 60 1=3.M1
00 CT(I)=2.0*(T(I-1 )+TX*CT(I-1))-DT (I-2)
	 -	 -'
co 70 1=10M 1
70 CYK = CGYK*a (I ) *DT (1 )
IF (DYK•LE.O.0) GO TC 80
DYK=O. ('000001
dO CY (K) =DYK
DYM=O. 0
CU 250 K=I*N
IF (X(K)•LT•xLL.OR•X(K)•GT.XHL) GO TO 250
247 '^ (UY(K).GT.O.0) GO TC 250
:r (C)YM•GT.AiiS(DY(k) )) GC TO 250
CYM=ABS(UY(K))
KM=K
2 ^ 0 CONTINUE
KRS=O
K=0
2tO K =K*1
KR=KM-Ktl
IF (KR.LT•1) GO TO 2eU
IF (KRS.GT• 1 ) GCJ TO 2ES'
CY(Kk)=DY(KR)/DYM
IF ((jY(KR).LT*0*0) GC TO 280
KRS=2
	 -
2E5 CY(KR)=-0.00J001/DYM
GO TO 280
290 K=0
KFS=O	 _..._
292 K=K+1
KF=KM+K
IF (KF•(jT•N) GO TO 300
IF (KFS.GT.1) GC TO 294
CY (KF - ) =DY ( KF ) /DYM
IF (LY(KF).LT•0.0) GC TO 292
KFS=2
294 CY (KF ) = -O.00 OC O 1 /DYM"-
GO TU 292
300 CONTINUE
HETUkN
END	 -	 --
I	 "x `1
34
SUB AUUTINL CEVIA
COMMON /AAA/X(-)121 •Yn(fi12) •YL`,('312)•LY(51Z ).N•EM•SIGMA.KM
SY=0.0
SO=0.0
DL) It'C K- I
.,Y=SY+YN(K )
-)IF F=YN(K)- YLS(K)
100 :,.L)=- _,1j+(Arl ,(7It1 ) 1**2.0
".MA=(S(;/N)	 `Y/N)
kE TUkN
FND
t
2 -3c
290
3C0
2 10
C
C
1
2
i
4G
E
7
.`.UrkJUTINe' C ME- At.(INTA.INTF)
CCPMON / AA A/X(512)•Yn(512)•YLS(512).DY(5121•N "M•SIuMA•KM
SY 0!-* =C .0
SYEUt:=0.0
KR =0
C;INT I NUE
KR=Kk+ 1
K=KM—KQ+1
IF (K•LT.2aClkwKk.(-•T• INTI ) GU TO 290
5YGE = SY[GE+0.5*(DY(K)+DY(K-1) )*(X(K)-X(K-111
SYEDE=5Y c- DE+095*(UY(K)+DY(K-1) 1*0.5*(X(K) +X(K-111*(X(K)- X(K-1)
 )
GO TO 280CONTINUE
KF=A
CONTINUE
KF=KF+ 1
K=KM +KF
IF (K.GT.N..)R.KF.GT .INTF) GU TO 110
9YD[ = SYDL+0.5*(5Y(K)+DY(n-1) 1*(X(K)-X(K-1) )
!iYEUL=SYEf)E+() * 5 *(DY4K) +CY(K-1) )*0.5*( X(K)+X(K-1) ) *(X(K)-X(K-1) I
GU TO 300
CONT INUE
	 -
EM=SYEDE/SYDE.
RFTURN
END
SULWOUTINE SI MG( M9N9EP5;•IER)
DIMED.SICN A(MM)•R(NM)
CCMM(,N /'JIM/A(100)•P 10)
r% P I
 N *M
NN=M*M
IF(N) 23.23.1
IE-R.0
FIV=()•
LJ 3 L=1 9MM
TU;- 4ES ( A( L ) )
IF (Td
— PI V) 3.3.2
PIV=TB
I=L
C0NTINUt!
TOL = EPS*PI V
LST =1
GO 17 K =1•M
IF ( P I V I c3. 33.4
IF (ILR) 7.5.7
IF (PIV — T'L) 696.7
ILR=K— 1
FIVI=1./A(I)
J=(I-1)/M
I=I - J*M- K
J = J+1 —K
35
1	 i	 '
t
CO P L=K.nN.N
L L = L + I
THs P1VI*R(LL)
IA LL)=R(L.)
6 F(L )=TO
IF (K-M1 x.13918
S L=ND=LST+M -K
IF(J) 12.129 1C
10 1I =J*M
DO 11 L=L`'),T •LEND
TLi=A(L)
LL =L+II
A(L )=A (LL. )
11 A(LL)=TO
12 DO 1:3 L = L )T.NN.M
LL=L+I
TL3=PM *A (LL )
A(LL)=4(L)
1 3 A(L )=TA
A(LST) =J
PIV=C •0
LST=+_ST+1
J=0
Cam] 16 II=LST.LEND
PIVI=—A(II)
IST=I I +M
J=Jol
Cll 15 L=IST•MM.k
LL=L-J
A(L )=A(L ) +P IV t*A(LL )
TH=AHS(AtL))
IF ( TLi—PIV) 1 ti. 1 5. 1 4
14 PIV=TLi
I =L
15 CUNT I NUF
CU 16 L=K.NM*M
LL=L+J
16 R(LL)=P(LL)+PIVI*P(L)
17 LST=LST+M
18 IF ( M-1) 23922919
19 IST=MM+M
LST=M+1
Do 21 1=2.M
II=LST-
IST=IST-LST
L=IST-M
L= A(L)+•5
Co F1 J=1I.NN.M
Tt3=R(J )
LL=J
Do 20 K=I`_iT*NN.M
LL=LL+1
?C TU=TH-A(K)*H(LL)
K=J+L
R(J)=P(K)
21 R(K)=T13
22 PETt1PN
23 IER = —I
FLTUPN
END
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I0
B.	 RUN PARAAETER
`	 DA1A CARD
#1	 READ (NSET, KMON, KDAY, KYEAR, THETAI, THETAR, PHI)
NSET (I10)
I
> 2: Run with calibration parameters
(or= 1)	 (Data Card X12)
= 2: Run without re-calibrations
KMOV, KDAY, KYEAR (3110)
MONTH/DAY/YEAR
THETAI, THETAR, PHI (3F10. 3)
Angular parameters (©1.0r'0
#2	 READ (EI, M, NCVI, VI, NCV2, V2, NI, XLL, NF, XHL, INTI,
(Req. if	 INTF, KPG, KSTEP, NPW, NSTEP)
NSET > 2
or	 1	 EI (F5.2): Incidemt-beam energy
M(I5):  Order of the lest-square fitting program
NCVI (I3)
VI (F7.2)
Calibration of x-coordinate
NCV2 (I3)
V2 (F7.2)
NI ( I3)
XLL (F7.2)
Operational limits
NF (I3)
XHL (F7.2)
Ir:T2 (I5)
Integration Limits
INTF (I5)
KPG (I5): Graphical Index
> 1	 with graphical output
< 1
	 without graphical output
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KSTEP (15): Step-size for graphical output
NPW I5): Output index
> 1	 with detail output
< 1
	
without detail output
NSTEP (I5): Step-size for detail output
#3428	 DATA SET: For thermal background gas
#29-1154	 DATA SET: For reflected beam
ENDCARD:	 (Blank)
